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Auld Lang Aim - New year 1on1 cup
Posted by Gazza - 29 Dec 2008 14:00
_____________________________________

After a bit of discussion it looks like the 1on1 Cup Will go ahead. (again)   

This tournament is only available To TWK members, and trusted members who are part of the
community. A.k.a no randomers, the main aim of this is just purely for fun but there may be a small prize
available chances are there will be.

As of the last tournament maps will be Aim maps as a change from the usual Bomb defusal maps we all
know and adore. chances are the map list will be: Aim_map,Awp_India, Aim_Glockon, Aim_xeagle.
These 4 maps kinda sum up the entire scene of source: AK, M4, Awp, Deagle and Dust2 xD it also gives
an all round and fair tournament for everyone.

The Times will be 7pm to 10pm - Roughly but i can make some re-arragngments for people who cant
make it

The Rules :

1. No hacking of any sort

2. No ghosting

3. No flaming

4. Best of 30 Rounds e.g First to 16 wins

5. General goods sportsmanship, no raging... bla bla

6. Some rules may be map specific but will be known to you at the time.

The rules aren't there to be broken. Most people entering will be a part of the TWK clan and we pride
ourself in being laid back, and good natured.

Admin's will choose players allowed to enter based on whether they think the player is classed as a
regular.
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It will be over the period of 2/3 days depending on signups and will begin this saturday coming which is
the 3rd/4th January respectively 

thanks have a good new year everyone

============================================================================

Re: Auld Lang Aim - New year 1on1 cup
Posted by eskimo - 03 Jan 2009 18:07
_____________________________________

flaming is basically &quot;getting rude&quot;  

============================================================================

Re: Auld Lang Aim - New year 1on1 cup
Posted by Gazza - 03 Jan 2009 18:25
_____________________________________

_vapour wrote:

When are fixtures going up?

O and btw what is flaming?

Eskimo practically summed it up, slagging/abusing someone for them doing well is practically flaming ,  D

============================================================================

Re: Auld Lang Aim - New year 1on1 cup
Posted by vapour - 03 Jan 2009 18:31
_____________________________________

Lol cool, thanks. What time is this starting?

============================================================================

Re: Auld Lang Aim - New year 1on1 cup
Posted by Gazza - 03 Jan 2009 19:26
_____________________________________
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Group A :-  

1. Luckie

2. Greenie

3. Eskimo

4. Mclovin

5. DS

6. Vandricko

Group B :-

1. Slab

2. Galli

3. Tin

4. Vapour

5. 24/7 DE

6. Gazza 

1 v 2

3 v 4

5 v 6

1 v 3

2 v 4

3 v 5

2 v 6

1 v 6

2 v 3

1 v 4 
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2 v 5

3 v 6

4 v 5

4 v 6

1 v 5

============================================================================

Re: Auld Lang Aim - New year 1on1 cup
Posted by Tin - 04 Jan 2009 00:18
_____________________________________

gg and wp all loads of close calls and total shocker at the outcome rly (we all know the best man lost     )                                   xD

============================================================================

Re: Auld Lang Aim - New year 1on1 cup
Posted by vapour - 04 Jan 2009 01:05
_____________________________________

I may have got raped in this tournament. But aim isn't everything ;]

Was good fun though, thanks to everyone who organised it.

============================================================================

Re: Auld Lang Aim - New year 1on1 cup
Posted by eskimo - 04 Jan 2009 10:58
_____________________________________

tbh it was more about prefire, postional play, movement and of course countering the others players
playing style. but it was fun xD Played tin btw 

============================================================================

Re: Auld Lang Aim - New year 1on1 cup
Posted by DreamState - 04 Jan 2009 13:14
_____________________________________
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w00000t!

Great night - really enjoyed - cheers Gazza   

Thanks to everyone who took part!

And well done to Tin - well played mate  rock:                                                        

============================================================================

Re: Auld Lang Aim - New year 1on1 cup
Posted by Tin - 04 Jan 2009 13:55
_____________________________________

eskimo wrote:

tbh it was more about prefire,

 if i remember a certain person said to me... &quot; you wouldnt stop bloody prefiring&quot;     now i wonder how you liked trying to counter that eski

============================================================================

Re: Auld Lang Aim - New year 1on1 cup
Posted by eskimo - 04 Jan 2009 15:34
_____________________________________

well if i remember, i countered it by 1 shotting u, but apart from that it is pretty hard to counter, unless u
wanna hide all day xD

============================================================================
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